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Tricks To Pick Up Chicks is the ultimate secret weapon to meeting girls or entertaining friends.The

book's title and chapter titles are a play on words and not to be taken too seriously. However, the

simple tricks allow you to amaze anyone, anytime, anywhere!You're about to learn a variety of

magic tricks, bets and scams to break the ice in no time flat. Interactive tricks are the perfect tools to

allow you to approach people and showcase yourself. You'll also get the secrets of body language

and how to use your friends to get the attention of any girl.Chapter 1 - "Quickies"Tricks, ice-breakers

and lines that can be done to instantly get the attention of any dream-girl.Chapter 2 - "One Night

Stands"Full blown magic tricks, bets and scams to impress girls, make you stand out and make

them want more.Chapter 3 - "Threesomes"Gain an advantage by secretly using your "wingman" to

trick, scam or set-up your target!Chapter 4 - Body LanguageLearn how to read body language,

gestures and expressions so you know exactly what she is really thinking!Chapter 5 - Rules of the

GameBecome aware of the rules that separate the men from the boys. Learn the do's and don'ts of

the dating game.You'll get 88 photos and expert instruction sharing 26 magic tricks to break the ice,

over 100 of the best Lines for every situation, over a dozen top quality Card Tricks, 5 Tricks with

Money, 7 mind-blowing Mind Reading Tricks, 22 Tricks with Everyday Objects to use anytime

anywhere, 24 of the best Bet's ever created, 15 Scams to get a girls attention, 8 Magic Tricks using

your Wingman, 5 Scams with your Wingman and 6 sure-fire way to get your Wingman to Set Up

your girl!Plus 45 secrets to reading a girl like a book with easy to follow pictures. From

micro-expressions, body language, psychology, gestures to expressions, we have it covered. The

final chapter shares the top 60 ways to play the game right!This is not a seduction book, but rather a

fun book that helps you approach others while maintaining your personality and confidence.

Ice-breakers, magic tricks and bar bets are the perfect tools to interact with those you want to talk

to!The hundreds of tricks and tips are taught by magician Rich Ferguson, TheIceBreaker.com

Introduction by Chuck 'The Iceman Liddell', Champion FighterGet your copy now or buy one as a

perfect gift! You'll be happy you did.
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While some of the magic tricks aren't easy to do, the oneliners and body language parts are vital to

someone trying to be social. The good thing about this book is that it isn't just to pick up girls, but

also for people who want to make friends and have a good time at the bar. If you can get it on sale,

definitely pick up.

Returning this right now. I bought this because I love magic and thought this was up close magic

book with a tongue in cheek title. No, this guy really approaches this book not as an ice breaker but

he really thinks a guy can pick up chicks by reading his book. Comes complete with cheesy pick up

lines and even set ups for your "Wingman". Who says wingman anymore. If you like magic buy a

legit magic book but this ain't it.

I thought this book was really cool! First off it is organized really well and has funny "sexual

innuendo" titles for the chapters, which I thought were rather clever. It has lots of cool tricks (simple

and quick to more involved ones...such as including a wingman), some pretty sweet bar bets, and

even a section on body language. Even if you don't want to "Pick Up Chicks", this is just a really

neat book to own. It's totally worth the money. I'd definitely buy it again. In fact, I think I'll be buying

several of these to give out as X-mas gifts this year. Some of my friends and relatives will LOVE this

kind of thing...especially the college-age ones!PS. THIS BOOK HAS BASICALLY ALREADY PAID

FOR ITSELF...CONSIDERING THE DRINKS I'VE WON USING SOME OF THE "BAR BETS" I'M

ACTUALLY AHEAD...AND I'M SURE TO WIN MORE IN THE FUTURE!!!



While intended to aid a guy in impressing the ladies, this book can really help anyone feel more

comfortable in social situations. Some of the tricks are easy enough to pick up in one try and can

really help break the ice and get the laughter going. I'd recommend it to anyone wanting to feel

more confident around people.

This is a great book for anyone who wants to break the ice, or start a conversation with someone. I

really enjoy Rich Ferguson's work, and this would be a great gift for anyone!Tricks to Pick Up

Chicks: Magic Tricks, Lines, Bets, Scams and Psychology

I highly recommend this book. I have followed Rich Ferguson's work over the years and he is

hilarious. The one-liners and come-backs in this book are my favorites. If you are looking for a way

to break awkward silences in bar setting or anywhere-- this is your book!

i loved this book. the author is seriously a body language genius, and his tricks are great! after

reading, i feel like i could better understand what i was up against when encountering my lady. a

little confidence booster and i highly recommend it for all you guys out there...

If you are looking for a book to pick up chicks this isn't the best to start out with. However this book

has loads of material. Some are more entertaining than others but you have to know when and

where to use them. This book definitely has more DHV outlined than any other books though.
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